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Large clean condo | great deal 

Kelly Kidder 

Submitted: Aug 02, 2016 

Stayed: 7, 2016 

This is a basic condo near St. Pete Beach (on Gulf of Mexico) with basic bedding and remodeled bathrooms. 

The view and location is great - one floor up with a wonderful view of pool and ocean. The stairs and elevator 

are close to this condo making outdoor access very easy. If you want to simply enjoy the area, beach and pool 

for a nice week, this place is a great option for the money. We liked renting from JC Resorts and found the staff 

very accommodating. They gave us plenty of soap and bath towels and made sure we could check into the 

condo after hours. Renting directly at Angler's Cove costs a bit more and the condos are very much the same 

sans paint color or some decorations (my sister rented directly). Great : Remodeled Bathrooms JC Resorts 

service Parking Location General comfort (full kitchen with supplies) Noodles, umbrella and beach blankets 

available in an outside bin (but bring your own beach towels) Value Very spacious - great for a bigger group 

Could be better: Pillows and bedding A little sparse on decorations and such but at the end of the day, not a big 

deal Pool has lots of chorine but better than the opposite :) 3rd bedroom should probably have a king or 2 beds 

instead of one full I would recommend AC103 and JC Resorts. I would there rent again! We had a fun time in 

the ocean finding sand dollars and taking walks on the beautiful shoreline. Many thanks!!  

 

Kudos to owner for the new updates! 

Holly 

Submitted: Jul 13, 2016 

Stayed: 6, 2016 

This is in response to earlier review from Donna. Thank you, Donna, for taking the time to share your opinions. 

The owners read the review and acted upon it as soon as rentals would allow. They have made numerous 

updates as can be seen in the new pictures taken just a few weeks ago. Again, Thank you! 

 

This place was not what I expected, and I don't mean that in a good 

way. 

Donna 

Submitted: Mar 08, 2016 

Stayed: 2, 2016 

What a disappointment! The photos on the website are probably 10 years old. The entire condo, while large and 

having much potential, needs serious refurbishment. The living room furniture is very dirty and stained. 

Bathroom tile is cracked, wallpaper is coming off walls, everything needs repainting and the kitchen needs a 

serious overhaul; i.e., glasses, dishes, pots & pans are old and nasty. Lights did not work, shower curtains fell 

down, toilets leaked, and there was a lack of relaxing furniture on the deck (only 3 plastic chairs). The JC 

Resorts staff were fantastic and tried hard to make it better, but there was only so much they could do.  


